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Beloved Biblical Wisdom (Beloved Biblical Wisdom (part 4part 4))

TT  oror  FF “The eyes are the window to your “The eyes are the window to your 
soul” is Biblicalsoul” is Biblical

This quote is attributed to ShakespeareThis quote is attributed to Shakespeare
but Shakespeare never said it eitherbut Shakespeare never said it either

As near as I can figure it, the first As near as I can figure it, the first 
person to say this was French poet person to say this was French poet 
Guillaume de Salluste Du Bartas Guillaume de Salluste Du Bartas 
(writing about the same time as (writing about the same time as 
Shakespeare), who spoke of the eyes Shakespeare), who spoke of the eyes 
by saying, “These lovely lamps, these by saying, “These lovely lamps, these 
windows of the soul...”windows of the soul...”



Common MisconceptionsCommon Misconceptions
TithingTithing
Cultural DepictionsCultural Depictions
Beloved Biblical Wisdom (Beloved Biblical Wisdom (part 4part 4))

TT  oror  FF “The eyes are the window to your “The eyes are the window to your 
soul” is Biblicalsoul” is Biblical

This quote is attributed to ShakespeareThis quote is attributed to Shakespeare
but Shakespeare never said it eitherbut Shakespeare never said it either
But there But there isis a Biblical verse that's  a Biblical verse that's kindakinda  
like this—like this—

““Your eye is the lamp of your body. Your eye is the lamp of your body. 
When your eyes are good, your whole When your eyes are good, your whole 
body also is full of light. But when they body also is full of light. But when they 
are bad, your body also is full of are bad, your body also is full of 
darkness.” (Luke 11:34—NIV)darkness.” (Luke 11:34—NIV)

But what was Jesus But what was Jesus gettinggetting at in at in
this verse?this verse?

It's not about the It's not about the worldworld seeing  seeing 
into your into your soulsoul, but about your , but about your 
soulsoul looking out at the  looking out at the worldworld



Common MisconceptionsCommon Misconceptions
TithingTithing
Cultural DepictionsCultural Depictions
Beloved Biblical Wisdom (Beloved Biblical Wisdom (part 4part 4))

TT  oror  FF “The eyes are the window to your “The eyes are the window to your 
soul” is Biblicalsoul” is Biblical

This quote is attributed to ShakespeareThis quote is attributed to Shakespeare
but Shakespeare never said it eitherbut Shakespeare never said it either
But there But there isis a Biblical verse that's  a Biblical verse that's kindakinda  
like this—like this—

““Your eye is the lamp of your body. Your eye is the lamp of your body. 
When your eyes are good, your whole When your eyes are good, your whole 
body also is full of light. But when they body also is full of light. But when they 
are bad, your body also is full of are bad, your body also is full of 
darkness.” (Luke 11:34—NIV)darkness.” (Luke 11:34—NIV)

But what was Jesus But what was Jesus gettinggetting at in at in
this verse?this verse?
So what's the application here?So what's the application here?
(Hint: look at verse 35...)(Hint: look at verse 35...)



Beloved Biblical WisdomBeloved Biblical Wisdom
There are There are tonstons of sayings or concepts that  of sayings or concepts that 
are commonly misattributed to the Bibleare commonly misattributed to the Bible

So let's keep looking at how many things we can So let's keep looking at how many things we can 
correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??
    Y or NY or N “God works in mysterious ways.”“God works in mysterious ways.”

This is paraphrased from the final hymn ever written This is paraphrased from the final hymn ever written 
by the prolific William Cowper, completed in 1774—by the prolific William Cowper, completed in 1774—

God moves in a mysterious wayGod moves in a mysterious way
His wonders to perform;His wonders to perform;
He plants His footsteps in the seaHe plants His footsteps in the sea
And rides upon the storm.And rides upon the storm.

Deep in unfathomable minesDeep in unfathomable mines
Of never failing skillOf never failing skill
He treasures up His bright designsHe treasures up His bright designs
And works His sovereign will....And works His sovereign will....

His purposes will ripen fast,His purposes will ripen fast,
Unfolding every hour;Unfolding every hour;
The bud may have a bitter taste,The bud may have a bitter taste,
But sweet will be the flower.But sweet will be the flower.



Beloved Biblical WisdomBeloved Biblical Wisdom
There are There are tonstons of sayings or concepts that  of sayings or concepts that 
are commonly misattributed to the Bibleare commonly misattributed to the Bible

So let's keep looking at how many things we can So let's keep looking at how many things we can 
correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??
    Y or NY or N “God works in mysterious ways.”“God works in mysterious ways.”

This is paraphrased from the final hymn ever written This is paraphrased from the final hymn ever written 
by the prolific William Cowper, completed in 1774by the prolific William Cowper, completed in 1774
Cowper had always suffered from depression, and Cowper had always suffered from depression, and 
had attempted suicide three timeshad attempted suicide three times

In 1763, he was taken in by clergyman Morley In 1763, he was taken in by clergyman Morley 
Unwin and his wife, where he became a believerUnwin and his wife, where he became a believer
and met curate (and former slaver) John Newtonand met curate (and former slaver) John Newton

  (writer of “Amazing Grace”)(writer of “Amazing Grace”)



Beloved Biblical WisdomBeloved Biblical Wisdom
There are There are tonstons of sayings or concepts that  of sayings or concepts that 
are commonly misattributed to the Bibleare commonly misattributed to the Bible

So let's keep looking at how many things we can So let's keep looking at how many things we can 
correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??
    Y or NY or N “God works in mysterious ways.”“God works in mysterious ways.”

This is paraphrased from the final hymn ever written This is paraphrased from the final hymn ever written 
by the prolific William Cowper, completed in 1774by the prolific William Cowper, completed in 1774
Cowper had always suffered from depression, and Cowper had always suffered from depression, and 
had attempted suicide three timeshad attempted suicide three times

In 1763, he was taken in by clergyman Morley In 1763, he was taken in by clergyman Morley 
Unwin and his wife, where he became a believerUnwin and his wife, where he became a believer
and met curate (and former slaver) John Newtonand met curate (and former slaver) John Newton
At one point, Cowper had called for a cab to take At one point, Cowper had called for a cab to take 
him to a bridge so that he could jump to his death him to a bridge so that he could jump to his death 
into the Thames into the Thames 

But a thick fog rolled in and prevented them But a thick fog rolled in and prevented them 
from even from even findingfinding the river the river
After driving around lost for a while, the cabby After driving around lost for a while, the cabby 
finally just stopped and let Cowper out...finally just stopped and let Cowper out...
back on his own doorstep...back on his own doorstep...

Cowper was convinced that God had Cowper was convinced that God had 
sent the fog to prevent him from sent the fog to prevent him from 
killing himselfkilling himself



Beloved Biblical WisdomBeloved Biblical Wisdom
There are There are tonstons of sayings or concepts that  of sayings or concepts that 
are commonly misattributed to the Bibleare commonly misattributed to the Bible

So let's keep looking at how many things we can So let's keep looking at how many things we can 
correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??
    Y or NY or N “God works in mysterious ways.”“God works in mysterious ways.”

This is paraphrased from the final hymn ever written This is paraphrased from the final hymn ever written 
by the prolific William Cowper, completed in 1774by the prolific William Cowper, completed in 1774
Cowper had always suffered from depression, and Cowper had always suffered from depression, and 
had attempted suicide three timeshad attempted suicide three times

In 1763, he was taken in by clergyman Morley In 1763, he was taken in by clergyman Morley 
Unwin and his wife, where he became a believerUnwin and his wife, where he became a believer
and met curate (and former slaver) John Newtonand met curate (and former slaver) John Newton
At one point, Cowper had called for a cab to take At one point, Cowper had called for a cab to take 
him to a bridge so that he could jump to his death him to a bridge so that he could jump to his death 
into the Thames into the Thames 
Kinda puts the words of the hymn into something Kinda puts the words of the hymn into something 
of a fresh perspective...of a fresh perspective...

Ye fearful saints, fresh courage take;Ye fearful saints, fresh courage take;
The clouds ye so much dreadThe clouds ye so much dread
Are big with mercy and shall breakAre big with mercy and shall break
In blessings on your head...In blessings on your head...



Beloved Biblical WisdomBeloved Biblical Wisdom
There are There are tonstons of sayings or concepts that  of sayings or concepts that 
are commonly misattributed to the Bibleare commonly misattributed to the Bible

So let's keep looking at how many things we can So let's keep looking at how many things we can 
correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??
    Y or NY or N “God works in mysterious ways.”“God works in mysterious ways.”

This is paraphrased from the final hymn ever written This is paraphrased from the final hymn ever written 
by the prolific William Cowper, completed in 1774by the prolific William Cowper, completed in 1774
Cowper had always suffered from depression, and Cowper had always suffered from depression, and 
had attempted suicide three timeshad attempted suicide three times

In 1763, he was taken in by clergyman Morley In 1763, he was taken in by clergyman Morley 
Unwin and his wife, where he became a believerUnwin and his wife, where he became a believer
and met curate (and former slaver) John Newtonand met curate (and former slaver) John Newton
At one point, Cowper had called for a cab to take At one point, Cowper had called for a cab to take 
him to a bridge so that he could jump to his death him to a bridge so that he could jump to his death 
into the Thames into the Thames 
Kinda puts the words of the hymn into something Kinda puts the words of the hymn into something 
of a fresh perspective...of a fresh perspective...
What Scriptural parallels to any of this can you What Scriptural parallels to any of this can you 
think of?think of?



Beloved Biblical WisdomBeloved Biblical Wisdom
There are There are tonstons of sayings or concepts that  of sayings or concepts that 
are commonly misattributed to the Bibleare commonly misattributed to the Bible

So let's keep looking at how many things we can So let's keep looking at how many things we can 
correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??
    Y or NY or N “A house divided against itself cannot stand.”“A house divided against itself cannot stand.”

Yes, Abraham Lincoln quoted this in an 1858 speech Yes, Abraham Lincoln quoted this in an 1858 speech 
against slaveryagainst slavery

(BTW—how was he applying this concept here?)(BTW—how was he applying this concept here?)



Beloved Biblical WisdomBeloved Biblical Wisdom
There are There are tonstons of sayings or concepts that  of sayings or concepts that 
are commonly misattributed to the Bibleare commonly misattributed to the Bible

So let's keep looking at how many things we can So let's keep looking at how many things we can 
correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??
    Y or NY or N “A house divided against itself cannot stand.”“A house divided against itself cannot stand.”

Yes, Abraham Lincoln quoted this in an 1858 speech Yes, Abraham Lincoln quoted this in an 1858 speech 
against slavery, but he was quoting the Bibleagainst slavery, but he was quoting the Bible

““Jesus knew their thoughts, and said unto them, Jesus knew their thoughts, and said unto them, 
Every kingdom divided against itself is brought to Every kingdom divided against itself is brought to 
desolation; and every city or house divided desolation; and every city or house divided 
against itself shall not stand.” against itself shall not stand.” 

(Matthew 12:25—KJV)(Matthew 12:25—KJV)
How should we apply this concept to our How should we apply this concept to our 
ownown spiritual context today? spiritual context today?

(BTW—please read Matthew 12:22-26 (BTW—please read Matthew 12:22-26 
for the context of this verse)for the context of this verse)

How was How was Jesus Jesus applying this applying this 
concept—that we need to be concept—that we need to be 
unified?unified?
Does context even matter, Does context even matter,   
so long as we know that theso long as we know that the
verse is Biblical?verse is Biblical?



Beloved Biblical WisdomBeloved Biblical Wisdom
There are There are tonstons of sayings or concepts that  of sayings or concepts that 
are commonly misattributed to the Bibleare commonly misattributed to the Bible

So let's keep looking at how many things we can So let's keep looking at how many things we can 
correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??
    Y or NY or N “Moderation in all things...”“Moderation in all things...”

This basic philosophy has popped up throughout This basic philosophy has popped up throughout 
history, but the earliest was from Cleobulus of Lindos, history, but the earliest was from Cleobulus of Lindos, 
who lived nearly 600 years before the birth of Christwho lived nearly 600 years before the birth of Christ

Cleobulus argued that “everything is best when Cleobulus argued that “everything is best when 
measured” (i.e.; life is better when you don't slide measured” (i.e.; life is better when you don't slide 
into excess, but stay controlled)into excess, but stay controlled)



Beloved Biblical WisdomBeloved Biblical Wisdom
There are There are tonstons of sayings or concepts that  of sayings or concepts that 
are commonly misattributed to the Bibleare commonly misattributed to the Bible

So let's keep looking at how many things we can So let's keep looking at how many things we can 
correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??
    Y or NY or N “Moderation in all things...”“Moderation in all things...”

This basic philosophy has popped up throughout This basic philosophy has popped up throughout 
history, but the earliest was from Cleobulus of Lindos, history, but the earliest was from Cleobulus of Lindos, 
who lived nearly 600 years before the birth of Christ who lived nearly 600 years before the birth of Christ 
but it was but it was bestbest “fleshed out” by Aristotle, writing 350  “fleshed out” by Aristotle, writing 350 
years before Christyears before Christ

In his In his Nicomachean Ethics, Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle argued that Aristotle argued that 
“in acts there can be excess, deficiency, and a “in acts there can be excess, deficiency, and a 
mean... hence, excellence is a moderate state in mean... hence, excellence is a moderate state in 
the sense that it aims at the mean”the sense that it aims at the mean”

(i.e.; everything has its optimal level—so (i.e.; everything has its optimal level—so 
everything is lessened or worsened when everything is lessened or worsened when 
you're above or below that optimal level)you're above or below that optimal level)



Beloved Biblical WisdomBeloved Biblical Wisdom
There are There are tonstons of sayings or concepts that  of sayings or concepts that 
are commonly misattributed to the Bibleare commonly misattributed to the Bible

So let's keep looking at how many things we can So let's keep looking at how many things we can 
correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??
    Y or NY or N “Moderation in all things...”“Moderation in all things...”

This basic philosophy has popped up throughout This basic philosophy has popped up throughout 
history, but the earliest was from Cleobulus of Lindos, history, but the earliest was from Cleobulus of Lindos, 
who lived nearly 600 years before the birth of Christ who lived nearly 600 years before the birth of Christ 
but it was but it was bestbest “fleshed out” by Aristotle, writing 350  “fleshed out” by Aristotle, writing 350 
years before Christyears before Christ
200 years later, the Roman poet, Terence, used this 200 years later, the Roman poet, Terence, used this 
idea in his play, idea in his play, The Woman from Andros, The Woman from Andros, saying,saying,

““Ne quid nimis”Ne quid nimis” (“Not too much of a thing”) (“Not too much of a thing”)
(which was later translated into English with (which was later translated into English with 
the catchy, “Moderation in all things”)the catchy, “Moderation in all things”)

(which clever English writers have had fun (which clever English writers have had fun 
with for centuries)with for centuries)



Beloved Biblical WisdomBeloved Biblical Wisdom
There are There are tonstons of sayings or concepts that  of sayings or concepts that 
are commonly misattributed to the Bibleare commonly misattributed to the Bible

So let's keep looking at how many things we can So let's keep looking at how many things we can 
correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??
    Y or NY or N “Moderation in all things...”“Moderation in all things...”

This basic philosophy has popped up throughout This basic philosophy has popped up throughout 
history, but the earliest was from Cleobulus of Lindos, history, but the earliest was from Cleobulus of Lindos, 
who lived nearly 600 years before the birth of Christ who lived nearly 600 years before the birth of Christ 
but it was but it was bestbest “fleshed out” by Aristotle, writing 350  “fleshed out” by Aristotle, writing 350 
years before Christyears before Christ
200 years later, the Roman poet, Terence, used this 200 years later, the Roman poet, Terence, used this 
idea in his play, idea in his play, The Woman from Andros, The Woman from Andros, saying,saying,

““Ne quid nimis”Ne quid nimis” (“Not too much of a thing”) (“Not too much of a thing”)
(which was later translated into English with (which was later translated into English with 
the catchy, “Moderation in all things”)the catchy, “Moderation in all things”)
  

(N(NOTEOTE: This is grammatically ambiguous: This is grammatically ambiguous
——does it mean that everything that you do does it mean that everything that you do 
should be done in moderation?)should be done in moderation?)

(as Cleobulus, Aristotle, and (as Cleobulus, Aristotle, and 
Terence meant it)Terence meant it)



Beloved Biblical WisdomBeloved Biblical Wisdom
There are There are tonstons of sayings or concepts that  of sayings or concepts that 
are commonly misattributed to the Bibleare commonly misattributed to the Bible

So let's keep looking at how many things we can So let's keep looking at how many things we can 
correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??
    Y or NY or N “Moderation in all things...”“Moderation in all things...”

This basic philosophy has popped up throughout This basic philosophy has popped up throughout 
history, but the earliest was from Cleobulus of Lindos, history, but the earliest was from Cleobulus of Lindos, 
who lived nearly 600 years before the birth of Christ who lived nearly 600 years before the birth of Christ 
but it was but it was bestbest “fleshed out” by Aristotle, writing 350  “fleshed out” by Aristotle, writing 350 
years before Christyears before Christ
200 years later, the Roman poet, Terence, used this 200 years later, the Roman poet, Terence, used this 
idea in his play, idea in his play, The Woman from Andros, The Woman from Andros, saying,saying,

““Ne quid nimis”Ne quid nimis” (“Not too much of a thing”) (“Not too much of a thing”)
(which was later translated into English with (which was later translated into English with 
the catchy, “Moderation in all things”)the catchy, “Moderation in all things”)
  

(N(NOTEOTE: This is grammatically ambiguous: This is grammatically ambiguous
——does it mean that everything that you do does it mean that everything that you do 
should be done in moderation, or does it should be done in moderation, or does it 
mean that everything is okay to do, mean that everything is okay to do,   
so long as you do it in moderation?)so long as you do it in moderation?)

(as people tend to use it today)(as people tend to use it today)



Beloved Biblical WisdomBeloved Biblical Wisdom
There are There are tonstons of sayings or concepts that  of sayings or concepts that 
are commonly misattributed to the Bibleare commonly misattributed to the Bible

So let's keep looking at how many things we can So let's keep looking at how many things we can 
correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??
    Y or NY or N “To thine own self be true, and it must follow, “To thine own self be true, and it must follow, 

as the night the day, thou canst not then be as the night the day, thou canst not then be 
false to any man.”false to any man.”

This is one of several bits of trite advice that Polonius This is one of several bits of trite advice that Polonius 
awkwardly gives his son, Laertes, as he departs for awkwardly gives his son, Laertes, as he departs for 
school in Shakespeare's play, school in Shakespeare's play, HamletHamlet

(but since most people don't know Shakespeare (but since most people don't know Shakespeare 
any more than they know the Bible—and since any more than they know the Bible—and since 
this quote uses words like “thou” and “canst” to this quote uses words like “thou” and “canst” to 
say something pithy—then most people just say something pithy—then most people just 
assume that it's from the Bible)assume that it's from the Bible)

(so what was Polonius getting at with this (so what was Polonius getting at with this 
advice?)advice?)



Beloved Biblical WisdomBeloved Biblical Wisdom
There are There are tonstons of sayings or concepts that  of sayings or concepts that 
are commonly misattributed to the Bibleare commonly misattributed to the Bible

So let's keep looking at how many things we can So let's keep looking at how many things we can 
correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??
    Y or NY or N “To thine own self be true, and it must follow, “To thine own self be true, and it must follow, 

as the night the day, thou canst not then be as the night the day, thou canst not then be 
false to any man.”false to any man.”

This is one of several bits of trite advice that Polonius This is one of several bits of trite advice that Polonius 
awkwardly gives his son, Laertes, as he departs for awkwardly gives his son, Laertes, as he departs for 
school in Shakespeare's play, school in Shakespeare's play, HamletHamlet
The quote is also used by Alcoholics Anonymous on The quote is also used by Alcoholics Anonymous on 
various sobriety medallionsvarious sobriety medallions

(because it affirms the importance of being (because it affirms the importance of being honesthonest  
with yourself with yourself aboutabout yourself and about the nature  yourself and about the nature 
of your condition—which is absolutely crucial to of your condition—which is absolutely crucial to 
the process of dealing with addiction)the process of dealing with addiction)



Beloved Biblical WisdomBeloved Biblical Wisdom
There are There are tonstons of sayings or concepts that  of sayings or concepts that 
are commonly misattributed to the Bibleare commonly misattributed to the Bible

So let's keep looking at how many things we can So let's keep looking at how many things we can 
correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??
    Y or NY or N “To thine own self be true, and it must follow, “To thine own self be true, and it must follow, 

as the night the day, thou canst not then be as the night the day, thou canst not then be 
false to any man.”false to any man.”

This is one of several bits of trite advice that Polonius This is one of several bits of trite advice that Polonius 
awkwardly gives his son, Laertes, as he departs for awkwardly gives his son, Laertes, as he departs for 
school in Shakespeare's play, school in Shakespeare's play, HamletHamlet
The quote is also used by Alcoholics Anonymous on The quote is also used by Alcoholics Anonymous on 
various sobriety medallionsvarious sobriety medallions
So why have so many Millennials adopted this as their So why have so many Millennials adopted this as their 
own, personal motto?own, personal motto?

(i.e.; are they embracing Polonius' point, AA's (i.e.; are they embracing Polonius' point, AA's 
point, or something else?)point, or something else?)



Beloved Biblical WisdomBeloved Biblical Wisdom
There are There are tonstons of sayings or concepts that  of sayings or concepts that 
are commonly misattributed to the Bibleare commonly misattributed to the Bible

So let's keep looking at how many things we can So let's keep looking at how many things we can 
correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??correctly attribute—which of these are Biblical??
    Y or NY or N “To thine own self be true, and it must follow, “To thine own self be true, and it must follow, 

as the night the day, thou canst not then be as the night the day, thou canst not then be 
false to any man.”false to any man.”

This is one of several bits of trite advice that Polonius This is one of several bits of trite advice that Polonius 
awkwardly gives his son, Laertes, as he departs for awkwardly gives his son, Laertes, as he departs for 
school in Shakespeare's play, school in Shakespeare's play, HamletHamlet
The quote is also used by Alcoholics Anonymous on The quote is also used by Alcoholics Anonymous on 
various sobriety medallionsvarious sobriety medallions
So why have so many Millennials adopted this as their So why have so many Millennials adopted this as their 
own, personal motto?own, personal motto?
Which (if any) of these applications echo Scriptural Which (if any) of these applications echo Scriptural 
perspectives on life?  perspectives on life?  
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